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As the UMLS integrates multiple source vocabularies, the integration process requires that certain adap-
tation be applied to the source. Our interest is in examining the relationship between the UMLS represen-
tation of a source vocabulary and the source vocabulary itself. We investigated the integration of the
Minimal Standard Terminology (MST) into the UMLS in order to examine how close its UMLS represen-
tation is to the source MST. The MST was conceived as a ‘‘minimal” list of terms and structure intended
for use within computer systems to facilitate standardized reporting of gastrointestinal endoscopic
examinations. Although the MST has an overall schema and implied relationship structure, many of
the UMLS integrated MST terms were found to be hierarchically orphaned, and with lateral relationships
that do not closely adhere to the source MST. Thus, the MST representation within the UMLS significantly
differs from that of the source MST. These representation discrepancies may affect the usability of the
MST representation in the UMLS for knowledge acquisition. Furthermore, they pose a problem from
the perspective of application developers. While these findings may not necessarily apply to other source
terminologies, they highlight the conflict between preservation of authentic concept orientation and the
UMLS overall desire to provide fully specified names for all source terms.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The stated purpose of the UMLS [1–4] is to ‘‘facilitate the devel-
opment of computer systems that behave as if they ‘‘understand”
the meaning of the language of biomedicine and health” [1]. The
Metathesaurus (META) [2,5–7] is ‘‘a very large . . . vocabulary data-
base that contains information about biomedical and health re-
lated concepts, their various names, and the relationships among
them” [2]. To achieve its purpose the UMLS integrates multiple
source vocabularies into its structure. This is not an easy task as
many source vocabularies overlap in their coverage, but with each
source modeled differently, and oriented towards different tasks.
As a result, the integration process requires certain adaptations
during the incorporation of source terminologies. Creation of fully
specified names, mapping of terms and synonyms to existing con-
cepts, granularity resolution, interpretation and addition of hierar-
chical and lateral relationships, and assignment of semantic types
of the Semantic Network [2,8–10] are among the significant tasks
in the process [11–15].

Thus, despite the flexible structure of the META, these adapta-
tions may result in a source image within the META that is not
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truly authentic compared to the source vocabulary. For illustration
purposes we have chosen the Minimal Standard Terminology
(MST) which was integrated in 2002 into the META [11], and is
one of the few UMLS source terminologies, the integration of which
was reported. The MST was conceived as a ‘‘minimal” list of terms
and structure to be used within computer systems to facilitate
standardized reporting of gastrointestinal endoscopic examina-
tions (GIE) [16]. It consists of 24 interlinked tables, each containing
terms, qualifiers and modifiers that cover 95% of the commonly
used terms in GIE reports. The MST is a well encapsulated, do-
main-specific terminology and therefore makes a good candidate
for assessment.

We present a qualitative examination of the integration of the
MST in the UMLS META with respect to the structure of the MST,
the resulting knowledge representation, and the ability of the
MST integration to support applications according to the original
design of the MST and the original intent of the integration as sta-
ted in [11].
2. Background

The development of electronic endoscopes and the emergence
of large-scale hospital information systems (HIS) in the early
1990s brought to light the need to disseminate the information
collected during such examinations in a standardized, searchable
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and sharable manner [16]. The European Society for Gastrointesti-
nal Endoscopy (ESGE), along with the American Society for Gastro-
intestinal Endoscopy (ASGE) and several other entities embarked
on the creation of such standardized terminology. The resulting
Minimal Standard Terminology (MST) was conceived as a ‘‘mini-
mal” list of terms to be used within computer systems to facilitate
standardized reporting of gastrointestinal endoscopic examina-
tions (GIE). As opposed to the terminology developed by the World
Organization of Digestive Endoscopy (OMED) [17,18], the MST is
not a full fledged terminology but more of a controlled collection
of preferred terms structured in a manner that follows the logical
input and collection of information related to gastrointestinal
endoscopy [16,19,20]. The MST was not designed to be an all-com-
prehensive collection but was meant to cover the most commonly
used and widely acceptable items.

MST (version 2) was incorporated into the UMLS January 2002
release [11]. The drive for the importation of the MST into the
UMLS Metathesaurus (META) was to map MST terms into the
META to provide a new machine-readable, MST-compatible termi-
nological tool.

The UMLS META ‘‘reflects and preserves the meanings, concept
names, and relationships” from its source vocabularies [2]. Terms
from various sources are mapped into concepts, and relationships
between terms are mapped into relationships between the corre-
sponding concepts. META relationships are defined as triples con-
sisting of a relationship type (REL), a source concept, and a target
concept. These mappings are based primarily on the sources, but
the UMLS integration team may make adjustments as deemed
appropriate. Intra-source relationships are explicit or implied in
the original source vocabulary and represent its hierarchical order
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Fig. 1. MST organization: tree structure of terms for endoscopic findings. The ERCP pancr
and cross-reference structure. Inter-source relationships are intro-
duced by UMLS editors during content integration of a source to
connect otherwise orphaned concepts or isolated components
from the new source to the rich information content of other
sources already existing in the META. Those relationships that
are presented as hierarchical in the source are recorded as par-
ent–child (PAR–CHD) [21]. Relationships deemed as hierarchical
by the UMLS editors are recorded as broader–narrower (RB–RN)
[22]. Also included are lateral (non-hierarchical) relationships.
META relationships are further qualified by a label, called a rela-
tionship attribute (RELA). These RELAs are obtained from source
vocabularies directly and further explain the nature of the relation-
ship beyond the wide relationship-type categories. RELAs can be
assigned to both hierarchical and lateral RELs.

The MST is organized in a set of 24 tables following four main
segments: examination sites, reasons for the examination, exami-
nation specific data and organ specific information. The organ spe-
cific information is further divided into three sub-segments:
findings, additional procedures and diagnoses. The MST has an
overarching schema as depicted in Fig. 1 (see also [16]). However,
this schema is not explicitly provided with MST’s data, but rather
implied through the relationship between tables and the table
structure itself.

An example of a MST table is depicted in Table 1 which lists the
terms to be used when describing observations made during exam-
ination of the pancreas. The two-dimensional structure of each
MST table represents the lower level information model of the
GIE record. Each table has up to five columns: Headings, Terms,
Attributes, Attribute Values and Sites. The Headings column fur-
ther segments each table into general classes specific to the MST
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Table 1
List of terms used to describe observations during ERCP examination of the pancreas
(MST Table 12).

Headings Terms Attributes Attributes
values

Sites

Normal Normal
Abnormalities

Pancreas Divisum Extent Complete
Incomplete

Irregularity Extent Localized Site(s)
Segmental
Diffuse

Dilated Extent Localized Site(s)
Segmental
Diffuse

Rarefaction
(attenuation) of
branches

Extent Localized Site(s)

Segmental
Diffuse

Stenosis Length In mm Site(s)
Obstruction Appearance Stone Site(s)

Tumor/
mass

Completeness Partial
Complete

Stone Number Single Site(s)
Multiple

Cavity Number Single Site(s)
Multiple

Diameter In mm
Chain of lakes Site(s)
Extravasation Site(s)
Fistula Site(s)
Evidence of previous
surgery

Site(s)

Stent Site(s)
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segment or sub-segment the table represents. As depicted in Ta-
ble 1, under the Abnormalities heading (column 1), the term Pan-
creas Divisum (column 2) requires an attribute Extent (column 3)
with two possible attribute values, Complete and Incomplete (col-
umn 4). The table structure also indicates that a site specification is
not required for the term Pancreas Divisum. Overall, the MST cov-
ers 8 endoscopic procedure, 93 anatomical sites, 122 reasons, 52
GIE specific data elements, 1030 findings, 166 additional proce-
dures, 235 diagnoses and 7 complications, totaling 1713 unique
data elements.

As noted by Tringali et al. [11], the MST lacks fully specified
terms but rather requires the user to post-coordinate column val-
ues based on the constraints presented by each MST table structure
and content. Such organization lends itself well when used for
structured or semi-structured data entry or retrieval by humans
or computer programs. However, the UMLS META representation
of the MST is based on fully specified terms and therefore for suc-
cessful yet MST-compatible integration, all pertinent post-coordi-
nation needed to occur beforehand. Hence fully specified names
had to be created with appropriate assignment of Semantic Types
(ST) from the UMLS Semantic Network (SN). The fully specified
terms thus created in META must be linked back to their respective
MST tables, attributes and attribute values. At the end of the pro-
cess, the 2002 version of the UMLS META contained 1945 MST-re-
lated terms (source-abbreviated as MTHMST) with a full set of
explicit relationships that can be used for interoperability between
GIE clinical repositories.
3. Methods

Below is a qualitative examination of the integration of the MST
in the UMLS META. The analysis was performed using the UMLS
2007 AC release. As a reference, the published MST version 2.0 h
Fixed (March 9, 1999) was used. All MST-related concepts were
identified based on the MST source (MTHMST). Semantic types,
relationships types and relationship attributes of the relevant
META concepts were identified, as were parents and children with-
in the UMLS hierarchy.

3.1. Concept-focused analysis

META-mapped concepts were evaluated for the following:

� Placements within relevant UMLS hierarchy based on parent
(PAR) or child (CHD) relationships.
� Availability of broader (RB) or narrower (RN) relationship types

as indicators of hierarchical relationships.
� Other (RO) relationship types.
� ST assignments.

3.2. Structural analysis

Specific attention was given to the pancreas-related Endoscopic
Retrograde Cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) tables within the
MST (Tables 3, 5, 12, 18 and 23). The conceptual representation
of the MTHMST META terms was used in an attempt to re-recreate
the original MST ERCP tables’ structure and content. The resulting
recreated structures were compared to the respective original MST
tables and discrepancies were recorded and analyzed.

4. Results

Each original MST term was mapped based on meaning and
UMLS MTHMST source to META concepts. Overall, 1945 MST terms
mapped to 1636 UMLS concepts of which, 1305 were newly intro-
duced from the MST (80% of MST concepts).

4.1. Hierarchical placement

Many MST-derived terms and their associated concepts were
found to be isolated within the UMLS. We note such concepts as
singletons: i.e. concepts that are not part of a larger group of con-
cepts based on the pattern of their outgoing hierarchical or lateral
relationships. We observed three major categories of such single-
tons. We note that these singleton categories are non-disjoint:

(1) UMLS singletons: MST-derived concepts without any hierar-
chical relationships (PAR, CHD, RB, RN) in the UMLS.

210 such concepts were identified.
Example: The MST-derived concept Duct cannulation
result (C0939994) is a UMLS singleton since it has no
assigned outgoing hierarchical relationships (PAR, CHD, RB,
RN) in the MST or any other UMLS source vocabulary.

(2) MST singletons: MST-derived terms and concepts without
any hierarchical relationships (PAR, CHD, RB, RN) in the
MTHMST component of the UMLS.

286 terms and 272 such concepts were identified.
Example: The MST term Balloon (A0652270), mapped to the
UMLS concept Balloon Dilatation (C0004704), has many
hierarchical relationships from multiple UMLS sources but
only an RO (uses) relationship derived from the MTHMST
to Dilatation (A0012207) (Table 2).
Many of the concepts and terms in this category overlap
with concepts in the previous category.

(3) MST super-singletons: MST-derived terms and concepts
without any relationships (PAR, CHD, RB, RN, RO) in the
MTHMST component of the UMLS.

65 terms and 61 such concepts were identified.
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Example: The MST term Acute pancreatitis (A0242598) was
mapped to the UMLS concept Acute pancreatitis unspeci-
fied (C0001339). Across all UMLS source terminologies the
concept has numerous PAR, CHD, RB, RN and RO relation-
ships. However, within the MTHMST UMLS subset, the term
lacks any relationship altogether and is completely isolated
(Table 2).
Many of the terms in this category overlap with the concepts
and terms in the previous category.

All the hierarchical relationships found to exist in the MTHMST
are of the RB/RN type with no PAR or CHD relationships incorpo-
rated from the MST. Of the RB/RN hierarchical relationships,
1279 use the isa/inverse_isa attribute and 97 use other RB/RN attri-
butes such as has_part/part_of. No MST-related concepts were
found to completely lack any relationships within the META.
4.2. Recreation of the MST ERCP-related tables

Utilizing the META hierarchy as well as MTHMST RN/RB rela-
tionships and other relationships to re-recreate MST ERCP-related
table structure and content (Tables 3, 5, 12, 18 and 23 of MST ver-
sion 2.0) demonstrated the following:

� The overarching schema of the MST (see Fig. 1) is not conceptu-
alized in the META. While some of the relations between MST
tables are depicted as lateral relationships, it is an incomplete
bottom-up representation. The UMLS does not contain any
top-down, comprehensive representation of the actual struc-
ture of the MST and the complex association between its tables.
� The actual use of META relationship types and attributes to

model the relationships between MST table and table column
content is not self evident or consistent. The utilized UMLS rela-
tionship types and attributes do not closely resemble the
implied and explicit relationships of the MST.
� The use of relationship attributes in MTHMST is incomplete and

the attribute descriptions do not necessarily resemble the MST
relevant relationship.
� Manual re-modeling of the MST based on the MTHMST content

of META is difficult and requires extensive intrinsic knowledge
of the published MST.

Figs. 2–4 demonstrate different levels of the above mentioned
points. In these figures an attempt was made to follow the MST
schema of GIE (Fig. 1) to re-reproduce sections of different MST ta-
bles based on the MTHMST META source. At the top of each figure
is the relevant table data of the MST and below is the related,
reconstructed data based on the UMLS.
Table 2
PAR, CHD, RB, RN and RO relationships for C0004704 and C0001339 from all UMLS
sources and from MTHMST.

All sources relationships MTHMST relationships

Balloon Dilatation (C0004704) [Balloon/A0652270/MST]
� Parents (18) � Other (1)
� Children (12)
� Broader (4)
� Narrower (17)
� Other (43)

Acute pancreatitis unspecified (C0001339) [Acute pancreatitis/A0242598/MST)
� Parents (32) None
� Children (58)
� Broader (9)
� Narrower (43)
� Other (70)
4.2.1. Lack of MST schema conceptualization
In Fig. 2, a path via various relationships can be created to rep-

resent the Pancreas section of MST Table 3. However, to achieve
this, explicit knowledge of the relationship types and specific attri-
butes at each level of the path is required. This information is not
modeled in the META and can only be obtained by simultaneous
use of the published MST tables. For example, in order to create
the set of MST terms for pancreatic sites of ERCP findings, one
has to know to combine the RN/part_of and the RN/isa for a com-
plete result set. Fig. 3 demonstrates thee flattening effect of the
UMLS representation of parts of the Attribute and Attribute value
columns of MST Table 5 as shown for the Result, Method and De-
vice attributes. While these attributes exist in the UMLS, they lack
any relationship to their respective attribute values. Fig. 4 demon-
strates that there is no top-to-bottom path between the individual
reasons for performing ERCP and the ERCP examination or any GIE
examination. While the ERCP (C0008310) and Reasons for gastro-
intestinal endoscopy (C090011) concepts exist as MTHMST terms,
they have no relationships to the individual reasons, many of
which exist as super-singletons. The modeling of the diseases attri-
butes in MST Table 18 is also not according to the source MST.
While it is clear in the printed version of MST that any of the Attri-
butes should apply to any of the Diseases in Table 18 (Fig. 4), the
MTHMST representation is independent and does not provide
any information regarding that relationship. Thus, the list of Dis-
eases is completely separated from the need to qualify each one
by the Attributes (Suspected, Established, etc.).

4.2.2. Semantics mismatch
The mapping of MST terms into existing or newly created META

concepts within the context of the MST tables raises many issues
regarding Semantic Types (STs). For example, in Fig. 2 the MST con-
cept Whole examined pancreas (C0939966) has the ST of {Intellec-
tual Product}. This concept has an isa relationship with Pancreas
which has the {Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component} ST. The
two are clearly not related within the UMLS Semantic Network
(SN) tree. In Table 1 the concept Pancreas divisum (C0266270) is
part of MST Table 12 which lists all possible findings of an examina-
tion of the pancreas. This implies a {Finding} ST but within the
META Pancreas divisum has the {Congenital Abnormality} ST.
The two semantic types reside in two distinct branches of the SN.

In some cases the mapping of MST terms to existing META con-
cepts coupled with the generation of fully specified names seem to
have resulted in semantic inconsistencies. For example, the MST
attribute value Balloon (A0652270) in MST Table 14 (Fig. 5), was
mapped to Balloon Dilatation (C0004704) with a {Therapeutic or
Preventive Procedure} ST. However, the original MST term was Bal-
loon and, along with Guided bougie (C0941222) and Non-guided
bougie (C0940881), provide the qualifiers for the type of dilatation.
Guided bougie and Non-guided bougie were mapped to existing
identical concepts with a ST of {Medical Device}, while Balloon re-
ceived a procedural ST which is inconsistent with the other two
members of the set as well as with the RO/used_by relationship type
and attribute assigned to all three. Such inconsistencies also exist in
the treatment of identical MST attributes. Examine the example in
Fig. 5: as described above, the various dilatation types are linked to
Dilatation utilizing a RO/used_by relationship type and attribute.
However, in the same table the various types of Thermal Therapy
(A1999492) procedures utilize an RN/isa relationship type and
attribute for the same MST attribute Type.

As with the Dilatation example above, the only retained link to
the original MST table column headings is preserved via the as-
signed UMLS META Attribute Name (ATN). In this case, the Dilation
(A0012207) atom has the assigned value of Minimal Standard
(Terminology) Class (MSC) {Procedure.Term} [AT18102260/
MTHMST] while Type of dilation (A1999538) was assigned MSC



Fig. 2. On top is the Pancreas section from MST Table 3 – site for location of findings on ERCP. The bottom section represents an effort to recreate the content of Table 3
utilizing available MTHMST hierarchical and other relationships. Relationship type and attribute are marked above the arrows. Concepts are presented by preferred name
(Concept ID) {semantic type}.
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{Procedure.Attribute} [AT18102369/MTHMST] and the Guided
bougie (A1998619) atom has MSC {Procedure.Attribute.Value}
[AT18102868/MTHMST]. As demonstrated, the META Attribute
Names correctly represent the column heading in this example
from MST Table 14 (Fig. 5). However, the inter-relationship or hier-
archy between the META Attribute Names is not captured any-
where else and therefore requires external information regarding
the MST to help resolve cases of flattened relationships.

Tringali et al. [11] also describe another mechanism to map
fully specified terms to their original unspecified strings. This
mechanism retains the relative location of the unspecified strings
within the table/column/row structure of the MST in the format
of number of table and number of column and number of row. How-
ever, an exhaustive search of UMLS 2007 AC release did not un-
cover this feature as part of the data set and it is also not present
in subsequent UMLS releases.
4.2.3. Authenticity of structure
The example of thermal therapy types also demonstrates the

difficulty recreating the exact data set per MST table. In MST Ta-
ble 14 Thermal Therapy as an additional diagnostic and therapeu-
tic procedure, is allowed only two types. Utilizing the available
MTHMST RN/isa relationship generates a set of five procedures
(Fig. 5); two for the Type attribute and three for the Purpose attri-
bute for Thermal Therapy, without any information that will en-
able to differentiate between them. Thus, the MTHMST does not
adhere to the original MST structure. While keeping most of the
attributes, attribute values are linked directly to MST table terms
via inconsistent relationship types and relationship attributes. It
is also noteworthy that the purpose attribute is missing altogether.
Conversely, there are other cases where the data set provided in
the UMLS via relationships is incomplete. MST Table 12 (Table 1)
lists 13 pancreatic abnormalities under the Terms column. How-
ever, in MTHMST Pancreatic abnormality (A1999024/C0940732)
has only 12 narrower concepts (RN/isa) and no other related con-
cepts. The MST term Stenosis as MTHMST’s Pancreatic duct ste-
nosis (A2015640/C0940747) is not linked by any relationship to
Pancreatic abnormality or to any other MTHMST term, and stands
as a super-singleton in the MTHMST.
5. Discussion

5.1. Significance

The UMLS is an important system that enables mapping be-
tween source vocabularies thus promoting potential interoperabil-
ity between systems that utilize different sources of the UMLS. In
order to offer functionality beyond simple concept mapping, the
UMLS must also retain additional information related to concept
definitions. That information is usually represented by the network
of relationships assigned to the source terminology concept, their
meaning and inter-relationships with other concepts. The UMLS
framework, however, may not be fully (conceptually and function-
ally) compliant with source vocabularies design and various de-
grees of adaptation may be required to successfully provide a
functional integration.

The sheer size of many of the UMLS source terminologies ren-
ders post hoc examination of their integration impractical. The
MST however, was designed to be a practical, encapsulated, light
weight GIE terminology, in part in response to difficulties with



Fig. 3. On top is the Cannulation section from MST Table 5 – terms describing the extent and limits of the examination for ERCP. The bottom section represents an effort to
recreate the content of Table 5 utilizing available MTHMST hierarchical and other relationships. Relationship type and attribute are marked above the arrows. Concepts are
presented by preferred name (Concept ID) {semantic type}. indicates table attributes concepts that lack relationships to their respective table attribute values.
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the use of more complicated and comprehensive data sets [16–
18,20]. In order to facilitate data sharing, the MST also contains
information about the structure and the required elements to re-
cord GIE exams. The MST UMLS integration effort was designed
to provide a MST-compatible, machine-readable terminological
tool [11]. Thus, the MST UMLS integration offers a well encapsu-



Fig. 4. On top is part of the Diseases section from MST Table 18 – reasons for performing ERCP. The bottom section represents an effort to recreate the content of Table 18
utilizing available MTHMST hierarchical and other relationships. Relationship type and attribute are marked above the arrows. Concepts are presented by preferred name
(Concept ID) {semantic type}. indicates concepts that lack relationships to their respective diseases and attributes column content.
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lated and manageable sub-domain to examine the integration ef-
fort and its compatibility with the original source terminology.

The MST published structure is not organized in a fashion that
might be expected from other UMLS source terminologies. Hierar-
chical and other relationships are implied through table and col-
umn names and must be derived by the user. The MST table
design defines the allowed interactions between terms, attributes
and their values, as well as the required specification level. Thus,
MST portrays its structural information in a visible manner that
is likely to promote uniform interpretation by expert users. This
explicit and implied knowledge is just as important as the collec-
tion of terms in the MST. This information is essential for applica-
tions to be able to make full use of the terminology.

As demonstrated by our findings, while the UMLS MST integra-
tion retained all MST terms, the implementation does not allow for
accurate recreation of the MST structure and the inter-relation-
ships between its terms. Thus, while the MST was created to pro-
mote standardized knowledge capturing and sharing, the UMLS
MST integration falls short in structure and content and cannot
be truly used by applications as the MST was intended. Therefore,
developers cannot rely on MTHMST to be an authentic representa-
tion of the MST.

Many UMLS source vocabularies are available in a format that
may not be immediately reusable for a developer. They may be
provided in a paper-based format or some non-concept oriented
electronic format. Both may require manipulation to be used. This
manipulation provides an opportunity for further introduction of
‘‘noise” since each developer may process them differently. The
UMLS is uniquely positioned so that its terminology integration
process can offer a centralized, electronically accessible model of
such terminologies. However, in order to position itself as such,
it has to maintain a close compatibility with the source.

Retaining the authentic modeling of the source MST in an appli-
cation accessible environment will clearly benefit all applications
that desire to take advantage of the knowledge incorporated in
it. However, the current modeling of MST in the UMLS is cumber-
some and non-compliant with the source MST. Thus, MTHMST is
not as valuable for GIE application developers. Since the integra-
tion process of source vocabularies into the UMLS has not been
very transparent, this case study of the MST along with suboptimal
modeling of LOINC [14] may indicate the need to examine other
source vocabularies, along with providing better transparency of
the integration process. If the UMLS is to integrate source terminol-
ogies in a manner that will serve for more than concept mapping,
more attention should be applied to maintain the original model-
ing and intent of the source and to perform all integrations in a
consistent manner.

5.2. Singletons and modeling discrepancies

Most of the imported MST terms (80%) were new UMLS con-
cepts. We identified 210 UMLS singletons and 286 MST singleton
terms which lack hierarchical relationships (PAR, CHD, RB, RN)
within the UMLS or the MST, respectively. These represent more
than 10% of the MST terms. Additionally, 65 of the MST singleton
terms were found to be super-singletons. Super-singletons lack
any MST-derived hierarchical or lateral relationships. Closer exam-
ination of the MST shows that at least between table titles and ta-
ble headings, hierarchical relationships are common, and at times
additional hierarchical levels can be found within the same tables.
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Dilation (A0012207) Endoscopic dilatation (C0393293) {Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure}

Type of dilation (A1999538 / C0940880) {Intellectual Product}

Guided bougie (A1998619 / C0941222) {Medical Device}
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Balloon (A0652270) Balloon Dilatation (C0004704) {Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure}
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Type of thermal therapy (A1999571 / C0940908) {Intellectual Product}

Coagulation (A0899628) Coagulation procedure (C0441509) {Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure}

Vaporization (A0131440) Laser ablation (C0348007) {Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure}

Thermal therapy for hemostasis (A1999494 / C0941281) {Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure}

Thermal therapy for tissue destruction (A1999495 / C0940913) {Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure}

Thermal therapy for tumor destruction (A1999496 / C0940914) {Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure}
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Fig. 5. On top is part of the Therapeutic Procedures section of MST Table 14. The bottom section represents an effort to recreate the content of that section utilizing available
MTHMST hierarchical and other relationships. Relationship type and attribute are marked above the arrows. Terms and concepts are presented separately if different than the
preferred name (Term ID) () (Concept ID) {semantic type}. indicates concepts that lack relationships to their respective diseases and attributes column content.
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Therefore, it is surprising that a relatively large segment of
MTHMST lacks any such hierarchical associations, and may indi-
cate non-optimal modeling during the MST integration process.
Many singletons seem to have been removed from their MST con-
text, and we speculate that this may have contributed to their sin-
gleton status since their inter- and intra-MST table relationships
were lost in the process. For example, in MST Table 18, acute pan-
creatitis is one of the diseases that can be used to specify reasons to
perform ERCP. It should be specified with an attribute such as ‘‘sus-
pected” or ‘‘exclusion of”. However, Acute pancreatitis
(A0242598), one of the MST super-singletons, lacks any relation-
ships that would convey that information, and is mapped out of
context.

5.2.1. Fully specified terms
A cardinal feature of the UMLS integration of the MST (as well as

many other source terminologies) was the desire to create fully
specified terms for every combination of headings, terms, attri-
butes and attribute values according to the MST columns of spe-
cific tables. This was based on the assumption that this is
required so that each term will be fully understood by human or
machine agents [11]. However, a fully specified term is still an
alphanumeric string value, and while it can be intuitively under-
stood by human agents or may be suitable for natural language
processing, it may not be the optimal substrate for other types of
applications.

The creation of fully specified terms for the MST UMLS integra-
tion resulted in a side effect. In the process, actual attributes, attri-
bute values and modifiers lose their identity as such and become
terms. For example, MST Table 12 (Table 1) lists terms of findings
for the pancreas. The attribute value Multiple for Abnormali-
ties|Cavity|Number|Multiple has been converted into the fully
specified Multiple pancreatic cavities [A1998871]. The UMLS
MST integration attempted to retain the original intent by creating
MST Classes (MSC) assigned to each MST term. Thus, Multiple pan-
creatic cavities [A1998871] has an assigned MSC of {Finding.Attri-
bute.Value}. However, Multiple pancreatic cavities is not the
attribute value Multiple and any application that will attempt to
utilize MTHMST to recreate the list of allowable attribute values
for the finding of Pancreatic cavity will face difficulty comprehend-
ing which component of the string Multiple pancreatic cavities is
the actual value. This represents a realistic scenario if developers
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will attempt to use the UMLS MST component to create structured
data entry screens for GIE examinations within applications.

5.2.2. Reusability
The UMLS MST integration put much effort to make explicit the

implied relationships between MST terms and across MST tables.
However, as our findings demonstrate, this conversion is not trans-
parent or intuitively understood, nor does it allow recreation of
accurate and complete MTHMST data sets and structures that are
fully compatible with MST sets. Since the schema of the MST is
not captured and conceptualized in MTHMST, intelligent agents
cannot fully access and utilize MST knowledge in the UMLS. Pro-
grammers wishing to develop applications using MTHMST will
be required to have extensive intrinsic knowledge of the original
MST and will have to program many tweaks and adjustments into
their logic to make the most out of the current implementation.

5.3. Approach for integration

We would like to propose two main reasons for the problems
encountered with MTHMST. First, as mentioned above, while the
MST is in effect a concept oriented terminology, this information
is embedded and implied in the collection of its table structure. De-
spite all the different measures by Tringali et al. [11], there seems
to have been no explicit stage at which the MST was formalized as
concept oriented terminology before its integration into the UMLS
MTH. The creation of fully specified terms, extraction of relation-
ships, and integration with existing META concepts, was done in
one continuous move. We believe that formalizing the conceptual
structure is a required and crucial distinct first step, since it crys-
tallizes the structure of the hierarchical tree and the lateral rela-
tionships between its concepts. While most UMLS source
terminologies are already formalized as concept oriented terminol-
ogies at the time of integration, this clarity was missing at the time
of the MST integration. We hypothesize that a two step approach,
in which every source terminology first exists as an explicitly for-
mulated concept oriented terminology will result in better quality,
second step integration.

5.4. The significance of fully specified terms

We would like to propose that not every item of the source ter-
minology must be integrated as a fully specified term as was
accomplished with MTHMST. Terminology items such as term
modifiers, whether they are defined as modifiers, attributes or
attribute values as in the case of the MST do not necessarily have
to be incorporated as the fully specified combinations of each
allowable permutation with the terms to which they are assigned.
No additional value is captured by adding Multiple pancreatic
cavities and Single pancreatic cavity as independent concepts.
The same information can be conveyed by assigning a relationship
type and a relationship attribute that describe the nature and the
meaning of the association related to the quantitative value of
the finding. This follows the exact modeling structure of the MST
(see Fig. 4). Mimicking the UMLS, SNOMED CT [23] has extensive
capabilities to accommodate such modeling. SNOMED is based
on description logic (DL) and its qualifiers are organized in a sepa-
rate hierarchy, intended for use through lateral relationships and
post-coordination. However, the vast majority of SNOMED’s fully
defined quantitative concepts are similarly pre-coordinated and
not conceptualized accordingly.

Examination of MST Table 12 reveals that the table name and
first and second column values actually create a hierarchical struc-
ture, while column 3 (Attributes) defines various types of relation-
ships, column 4 (Attributes values) lists the modifiers that apply
for each such relationship and column 5 defines a site relationship
between column 2 terms and terms that are listed in the pancreas
section of MST Table 3 – Sites for location of findings on ERCP (im-
plied). The UMLS framework is ready to accommodate such mod-
eling. As a matter of fact, many of the MST modifiers already
exist in the UMLS as concepts. Thus, existing modifiers can be re-
used in multiple associations, significantly reducing the number
of new fully specified terms required to be created. This would
have a beneficial effect in terms of maintenance and performance
if similarly applied to other source terminologies.

The MST, in some respects, is not unlike LOINC. Both are compo-
sitional systems with the MST placing more restrictions on possi-
ble combinations than LOINC. As Bodenreider [14] summarizes,
the integration of LOINC in the UMLS remains suboptimal, but
the naming convention adopted for the LOINC UMLS integration
retains the original compositional nature of its names whereas
the MST effort puts significant emphasis on converting MST terms
to fully specified names. While it can be argued that compositional
names such as in LOINC are not optimal for natural language pro-
cessing, there are other means for controlled terminologies to sup-
port applications, such as the network of relationships between
concepts. We propose that retaining complete concept definitions,
including the exact semantic types of various concept attributes, is
essential and must be preserved if integrated terminologies are to
retain their usefulness as in their independent state.

5.5. Retaining original functionality

The MST can be defined as an interface terminology [24–27].
Such terminologies must balance between pre- and post-coordina-
tion [27], and encapsulate many functional and clinical aspects
intrinsic to the domains they serve. It has been demonstrated
[25,26,28] that once information is captured by an interface termi-
nology, it can than be mapped to reference terminologies [28].
However, concept mapping is quite a different task than maintain-
ing the original functionality of the interface terminology within
the reference terminology framework, as attempted by the MST
integration in the UMLS [11].

Had the UMLS sole goal been simply to provide term mapping,
very minor issues would have arisen based on the findings above.
However, the UMLS goal is also to provide cross-functionality be-
tween terminologies, for which the precise representation of in-
ter-concept relationships is of the utmost importance. The MST is
designed to support annotation of gastrointestinal examination re-
ports in a manner that provides a consistent structure and content
across the various applications that choose to utilize it. The
MTHMST integration stated that it aims to provide ‘‘a new (but
MST-compatible) machine-readable terminological tool” [11].
However, if compatibility between the source terminology and
its internal UMLS representation is not maintained, the usefulness
of the integration for clinical and other healthcare applications
might be called into question.

5.6. Transparency and authenticity assessment

Much research has been conducted regarding the configuration
of META concepts and terms. Lexical, semantic and structural
methods have been applied to detect potential errors in UMLS con-
cepts. However, this body of knowledge looks at META concepts as
independent concepts, out of their source’s context. While the
UMLS currently incorporates more than 150 source vocabularies,
very little has been formally published regarding the actual inte-
gration process and the accommodations made during such a pro-
cess. Moreover, no research directly addresses the issue of source
authenticity. As the example in Fig. 5 clearly demonstrates, hierar-
chical and lateral relationship types and their respective attributes
should serve as excellent compatibility indicators since they are di-
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rectly based on same or similar relationship qualities in source
terminologies.

5.7. MST – past and present

The MST has progressed over the years. OMED currently offers
MST version 3.0 [29,30]. It is structured and published in a very
similar manner to MST version 2. However, the UMLS integration
of MST is frozen in time, and has not been updated since 2002.
Moreover, a PubMed search did not yield any published results
that indicate that MTHMST has been utilized for any project or
application. At the same time, various gastroenterology systems
and groups utilize MST, and MST-based ability to annotate GIE re-
ports remains desirable [31,32].

MST curators were not closely involved with its integration into
the UMLS. We speculate that a more collaborative approach would
have resulted in a more authentic and viable product.

6. Conclusions

The integration process of the MST into the UMLS included cer-
tain adaptations that resulted in an MTHMST that is not optimally
authentic compared to the source MST. In turn, this is likely to re-
duce the usability of the MTHMST for application developers who
might want to benefit from the significant knowledge implied, but
not explicitly represented in it. For reusable and authentic repre-
sentation of source terminologies we propose that retaining com-
plete concept definitions, including the exact semantic types of
various concept attributes, is essential and must be preserved, even
at the cost of the creation of less than fully specified terms in the
UMLS. Enhanced transparency of the source vocabulary integration
process will enable UMLS users to better grasp potential differ-
ences between the UMLS representation and the original source
modeling.
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